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Goals for this session

Work with Monte Carlo calculations using loops and parallel processing

Use the batch system on Stampede2 to run jobs

Manage job scripts 

Review job output for errors



Code Review 



Loops



Loops - Runs vs Darts

𝜋 = 3.141592653589793



Why do we want to use parallel processing?







Monte Carlo in Parallel



How can we run Python in parallel?

MPI4py - library to implement MPI inside Python

MPI = Message Passing Interface

comm = MPI.COMM_WORLD  # sets up communication between the 
processors
size = comm.Get_size() # gives number of ranks in comm
rank = comm.Get_rank() # identifies ranks of the processors, starting with 0
comm.scatter(data) # break up an array and send data out to all processors
comm.gather(data) # gather data from processors



def estimate_pi_in_parallel(comm, N):
if rank == 0:

    data = [N for i in range(size)]
else:

    data = None
data = comm.scatter(data, root=0)
pi_est = estimate_pi(N)
pi_estimates = comm.gather(pi_est, root=0)
if rank == 0:

    return pi_estimates



High Performance Computing (HPC) Terminology

•Cluster
A group of computers (nodes) 
connected by a high-speed network, 
forming a supercomputer

•Node
Equivalent to a high-end workstation, 
part of a cluster

•Core
A processor (CPU), multiple cores 
per processor chip

•FLOPS
“Floating-point Operations 
(calculations) Per Second”



User Storage

Login nodes
Stampede2
Compute nodes:

4,200 Knight’s Landing nodes
68 cores per node
96GB DDR + 16GB memory
107GB storage



Today’s Agenda

Log in to Stampede2

Transfer files

Run parallel Monte Carlo code with different core counts 

Check timing

Examine output

Worksheet can be used for reference, we will work in terminal


